
Module One: Cultures of Excellence 
The Sorenson biology lab and the Heideberg chemistry lab are collaborating on a project developing 
an antibody-drug conjugate where the Heideberg lab is synthesizing a derivative of  an anti-cancer 
natural product that can be attached to an antibody identified by the Sorenson Lab. This is the 
second chapter of  the collaboration; at the beginning of  the relationship involving a different 
molecule and different lab members, the synthesis of  the molecules and conjugation to the antibody 
went smoothly, resulting in a high-profile paper.  Although the current target promises to have 
substantially higher potency, the synthesis of  this new natural product derivative is more difficult, 
slowing progress of  the study.  The delays, so close to completing the study, are frustrating to the 
two postdocs leading the work in each lab. 

Poor communication, differing priorities, and personal stresses exacerbate the problem causing the 
relationship to deteriorate. We will see how the lab members interact with each other and the PIs on 
a set of  issues and how problems play out and intensify, highlighting communication breakdowns, 
cognitive biases, and how power influences interactions, often unintentionally. 

Act One: The Issues (7 scenes)
1.1 Opening Video: A Tale of Two Labs

Ana Sofia (Grad Student) arrives at the Sorenson lab for her first day.  Bright-eyed and enthusiastic, 
she arrives into a bit of  chaos. Jayna (Post-doc) is having a pointed discussion with Loretta (Lab 
Manager). Jayna is heading to a meeting at the Heideberg Lab to discuss complications with the 
collaboration. She has emailed Dr. Sorenson asking for guidance on how to handle the issues, but 
never heard back.  Loretta sympathizes, but says Sorenson has been out of  town for the past three 
days at a conference and has been limited in her communications; she hopes Jayna can handle it on 
her own until she returns. Jayna is clearly not satisfied with this answer, but does not push. They 
notice Ana Sofia standing awkwardly nearby; she apologizes for interrupting. Loretta welcomes her 
to her first day as a full-fledged lab member. Both Loretta and Jayna know Ana Sofia from the 
rotation she did in the lab. Ana Sofia is surprised to see Jayna, since she was under the impression 
Jayna would be leaving before she started. Jayna quips sardonically that she had hoped to be gone, 
but problems with the Heideberg lab have made that impossible. Jayna grabs her things as Alex 
enters the lab. Alex and Jayna acknowledge each other but do not say hello. Ana Sofia notices their 
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cool exchange. Loretta introduces Alex to Ana Sofia and they exchange pleasantries as Jayna and 
Loretta have a quick side conversation.  Alex welcomes Ana Sofia, asking what she will be working 
on. Ana Sofia says she is picking up from the work Jayna has been doing. Alex wishes her luck, 
remarking that Jayna is not the most pleasant person to work with. Alex heads to his station. Loretta 
suggests Ana Sofia go along with Jayna as she will be picking up a line of  research based on her 
project with the Chem Lab. Jayna is indifferent. They head out.

On the hurried walk across campus,  Jayna and Ana Sofia talk. Ana Sofia says that she is excited to 
work in the lab. Jayna says it is a good place - for the most part. Jayna finds Alex snooty and 
standoffish. Jayna also gets Ana Sofia up to speed on the challenges they are having with the 
collaboration. Getting compounds from Heideberg’s lab has been much slower than she had 
anticipated and the results from her most recent round of  experiments were completely off  from 
what she expected. She has a particular problem with Darren, the postdoc heading up the 
collaboration. She says he thinks the work chemists do is so much more important than biologists, 
even though they are the ones doing the real work. Like a lot of  chemists he is ego driven, not good 
with people, and focused on himself. 

Darren greets them cordially when they arrive. Jayna tells Darren that the biology lab is getting 
paradoxical effects in their latest round of  experiments. Darren demeaningly states that not being 
able to reproduce things is a typical biology lab issue: if  you are working with the same sample and 
get different results, it is likely not the sample. Jayna assures him she did everything right and 
questions whether consistency among the samples could be the issue. This ticks Darren off, as he 
has no doubts that the compounds are correct. He tells Jayna she will just have to keep doing the 
experiment until she figures out the problem. Jayna says she would if  the Chem lab could keep up 
on the compounds they were supposed to deliver, saying she’s had to wait on them the whole 
collaboration. Darren states that their partnership would go so much better if  Jayna wasn't so angry 
all the time. Their voices get louder as the argument grows more heated. 

The commotion attracts the attention of  Dr. Malcolm Heideberg (Investigator). Heideberg says he 
doesn’t appreciate people yelling in his lab. Jayna apologizes and explains her concerns. Dr. 
Heideberg assures her that the compounds from his lab are reliable if  Darren says they are. 
Frustrated, Jayna asks Dr. Heideberg to double check the compounds and she wants to know when 
the next batch can be delivered. Heidelberg interprets her assertiveness as being too argumentative 
and bossy. Jayna is at a loss. She leaves more frustrated than when she arrived. Ana Sofia follows. 
Jayna is quiet as they head back to the Sorenson lab.
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1.2 Video: Sorenson in Transit
Dr. Jules Sorenson (Investigator) sits in an airport lounge, waiting to board. She works on her laptop. 
The cell phone next to her rings. The caller ID is Dr. Lynne Samuels. A slight smile as Sorenson 
answers. Samuels is a program officer and this is a just-in-time call to let Sorenson know her lab will 
be receiving a substantial grant they had applied for--some additional information will be needed for 
the next steps. Sorenson is understandably excited. They talk some particulars and then Sorenson 
thanks her before hanging up. Sorenson texts Loretta the news. Loretta is excited. Sorenson types 
that she wants to get moving on things when she arrives back in the lab tomorrow. Loretta agrees 
but mentions there is a lot of  things they need to catch up on as well.

During the text exchange, Evelyn Towne, 50’s, sits down across from her. Sorenson does not notice 
her until she puts down her phone. They greet each other warmly. Sorenson apologizes for not 
seeing her right away but Evelyn brushes it off. It is clear they know each other well. They talk 
briefly about the conference they just attended. Sorenson tells her about the pending grant award. 
Evelyn congratulates her and they discuss the excitement of  being in a thriving lab. Evelyn is a little 
older and has been through the growing pains of  a lab. She laments that point where the size of  the 
lab made it harder for her to work one on one with the students regularly. Things got a little rough 
for a bit until she developed protocols and compacts to maintain good lines of  communication and 
information flow and to have regular connections with the students. Sorenson appreciates the 
insights but is comfortable that she and Loretta have structured the lab well and that she will be able 
to still give the students the time and mentoring that they need. 

They call Sorenson's flight. She says goodbye to Evelyn and promises to keep her up on how the 
grant goes. 

1.3 Video: The Heideberg Lab
Harold looks through a spectrometer. Come on, he exclaims loudly, startling Meena at the bench 
behind him. She asks what is wrong. He explains that he has gotten the same results as he did with 
the previous lot he produced. Harold is trying to replicate Darren's work in synthesizing the 
compound for the Sorenson lab. Darren walked Harold through it when they created the second lot 
(the one Jayna got paradoxical results from). Harold has tried twice to create the molecule on his 
own and both times he has failed to make the proper compound. Meena asks if  maybe Darren 
neglected to show him something in the walkthrough. Harold admits that Darren kind of  rushed 
through it but with the notes and all, he thinks he should be able to do it on his own. 
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Just then, Darren comes by to check on Harold's progress. Harold tells him about the results. 
Darren is pissed and berates Harold: I showed you how to do it. Harold admits he does not know 
why he is getting such a drastically different outcome. Darren complains about having to deal with 
Jayna complaining when he tells her it will be even longer before the next delivery. He stalks off  
saying he is too pissed to deal with Harold right now.

Harold is visibly shaken as Meena comforts him. He says he has gone over it front to back and he 
cannot figure out why he is unable to reproduce the compound. Meena tells him it might be 
something off  in the notebook or the route but Harold insists he should be able to do it and says he 
just isn't working hard enough to figure it out. Meena points out Harold has been in the lab nonstop 
but he is unconvinced. Another lab member gets their attention. He scratches his arm, clearly a 
signal. Meena and Harold go back to their benches as Dr. Heideberg arrives, doing his rounds in the 
lab. He checks in with Meena. She says all is going smoothly with her research. He compliments her 
on her hard work. Heideberg then asks Harold how the molecule is coming along for the Sorenson 
people. He updates him on the failed synthesis. Heideberg asks if  Darren knows. Harold nods and 
suggests that maybe Darren could walk him through it again. Heideberg is clearly disappointed, 
saying one time should be sufficient. It is clear he assumes the problem lies with Harold and not 
Darren. Harold tells him he will keep trying to figure it out. Dr. Heideberg nods and continues on 
through the lab. Meena assures Harold he is a good chemist: You'll get it. Harold does not seem so 
sure. He's never had anything like this happen to him.

Heideberg finds Darren at his desk. He asks about the paradoxical results that Jayna was on about. 
Darren assures him the problem has to be on the Bio side. He makes a snide remark about biologists 
being sloppy and undisciplined. Heideberg asks about Harold and Darren admits he is surprised at 
the trouble he is having. Darren after all has already done the hard part. Heideberg agrees. Harold 
seemed like such a capable chemist. His work thus far in the lab has been impressive.. Maybe he just 
doesn't have as good of  hands as they thought. Darren assures him the issue has to lie with Harold. 
He walked through it with him and they were able to produce the right molecule. Heideberg decides 
to give the project to Meena instead.  Darren agrees Meena is a capable chemist and with the 
synthetic route he has set in place, Meena should have no problems producing more compound for 
Jayna. Heideberg tells Darren to let Meena know when he gets the chance. Heideberg has made up 
his mind and he trusts Darren to handle it.
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1.4 Video: The Sorenson Lab
Sorenson enters. It is a larger lab than Heideberg’s with more lab members spread about. Jayna sees 
Sorenson and immediately starts in on how things are going with the Heideberg lab. Sorenson tells 
her she needs a few minutes to get settled and that they will talk as soon as she has time. Sorenson 
also notices Ana Sofia. She welcomes her, saying how excited she is to have her on board. Sorenson 
says she usually has an orientation/welcome-to-the-lab meeting or coffee with her and hopes to do 
that with her soon. Sorenson says hi to Alex, but he has his earbuds in and does not hear.

Loretta welcomes Sorenson back as she settles into her office. Sorenson starts right in on what they 
need to do to prepare for what happens when this next award comes through. Loretta jots down a 
few notes and says she will get the information assembled and start working with the sponsored 
projects office. She also points out though that some of  the lab members are hoping to speak with 
her. Jayna is clearly the most anxious but also Alex's Fellowship review is coming up and Ana Sofia 
will need some time with her as she gets oriented. Sorenson sighs. She tells Loretta she needs to 
regroup and they can figure it all out.

A little later. Jayna knocks on Sorenson’s door and asks if  now is a good time to talk. Sorenson says 
sure. Jayna gives her the lowdown on the meeting, saying that she does not feel that Darren is 
prioritizing getting her more compound. Without it, she can't move her research forward or figure 
out what is causing the paradoxical results. Darren and Heideberg did not even seem to consider the 
problem could be with the compound. She feels like she has no control of  her own work. and the 
ripple effects are negatively affecting her future. The previous male post-doc did not have these 
problems with the Heideberg people. She thinks Darren resents working with a black woman. 
Sorenson asks if  he said anything like that directly. Jayna says not in so many words but he called her 
hysterical (wording depends on script). Sorenson says she understands the problem but does not 
know what Jayna wants her to do about it. Jayna thinks that if  Sorenson gets involved, as the PI, 
they will have to listen to her and re-prioritize the collaboration. Sorenson points out they can't say 
for sure that they are de-prioritizing the collaboration. It could also be that this molecule is more 
complex and the science is just taking longer. Sorenson admits she could get involved but it may not 
do any good. She would rather see Jayna handle this herself  as this is the kind of  thing Jayna will 
have to deal when she has her own lab soon. She thinks it is a great opportunity for Jayna to assert 
herself  and show she is capable of  managing difficult situations. Jayna is disappointed by this 
response. Sorenson asks Jayna what she can be doing to make sure that the collaboration is a 
success: where did you leave things? Jayna admits that she left without getting a clear timeline from 
Darren. Sorenson says she is confident Jayna can resolve this herself. In fact, she wants Jayna to 
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mentor Ana Sofia and get her up to speed on the collaboration, casting it as a positive that Jayna has 
not left the lab yet. Jayna balks at first, saying she has enough on her plate. Again, Sorenson tells her 
this will help her when she starts her own lab--let her practice now and figure out some things about 
her approach with new students as she'll be getting her own soon. Realizing Sorenson has made up 
her mind, Jayna agrees. She tells Sorenson that she will reach back out to the Heideberg people to 
determine the delivery date of  the new compound and keep Sorenson posted on how things evolve. 
Sorenson smiles as she goes. 

1.5 Video: Passing the Torch
Meena arrives at the lab in the morning and finds Harold working diligently at his station. He is 
surprisingly upbeat and tells her he is ready to recommit himself  to the Sorenson project. Meena is 
happy to hear it.  Darren approaches. He doesn't acknowledge Harold and asks Meena if  he could 
speak with her. They walk to another area of  the lab. Harold watches them curiously.  Darren tells 
Meena that she will be taking over the creation of  another round of  compounds for the Sorenson 
collaboration. He will be getting his publication ready and then move on to his faculty position in 
the fall. Meena is excited by the opportunity, but also concerned with taking on another project 
given her thesis work. Darren says that, from what he has witnessed in the lab, she is very disciplined 
and he is confident that she will be able to take on this additional project. She asks why Harold is 
not the one taking over since he is already involved. Darren says it was Heideberg’s decision and that 
it is his lab. Darren says he has already done the tough part and that it won’t be hard to synthesize 
more of  the compound since he has already worked out the route. He also says it shows Heideberg 
has a great deal of  confidence in her. This is a good thing and Meena should be proud. She says she 
understands and will do her best.  

Meena returns to her bench. Harold asks what her meeting was about. She tells him she will be 
taking over making the compounds for Darren. Harold is extremely disappointed to hear this. He 
feels like a failure and is convinced that Heideberg no longer wants him as a lab member. Meena 
tries to comfort him, saying she still needs his help to make the compounds and she will make sure 
Heideberg knows he contributed. Harold thanks her, but he is unconvinced. 

1.6 Video: Everything is Fine 
Alex waits in line for coffee at the cafe near the lab. He notices Loretta is in line a few people ahead 
but does not try to get her attention. Loretta notices Alex as she waits for her beverage. Alex nods 
but avoids much eye contact. Loretta sips her coffee, waiting for Alex to get his. They exchange 
pleasantries, though Alex is a bit standoffish. Loretta asks Alex how his research is going. He tells 
her everything is fine. As they walk together to the lab, Loretta probes further, asking if  everything is 
on track for the review of  Alex's Fellowship coming up. Alex keeps his answers short and vague. 
Loretta asks if  Alex has set up a time with Sorenson yet to nail down his next steps/focus. Alex says 
he has not talked to Sorenson since she got back. Loretta offers to set up the meeting for him if  he 
wants. Alex gets huffy with her, saying it would be easier if  Sorenson would just tell him what she 
wants him to do. Loretta is taken aback: well, we can't address the issue if  you don't talk with her. 
Alex blows up at her: Fine. Set up a meeting. Just give me a break, okay? He rushes ahead to the lab. 
Loretta stands stunned for a moment before following after him. She enters the lab. Alex is at his 
bench. He looks regretful but does not say anything. Loretta lets him be and goes to her bench. 
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1.7 Video: Where to Begin?
Ana Sofia arrives early and finds Jayna already at work. Jayna is cordial but curt. She is busy setting 
up an experiment to retest the conjugate made from the problematic second lot of  material she 
received from Heideberg’s lab. She retraces her steps in case she missed anything and sets up 
additional control experiments. Ana Sofia says that, although she has a stack of  papers to read to get 
started, she knows Sorenson believes in getting people involved right away. If  Jayna is game, Ana 
Sofia would like to talk through the experimental design of  the work Jayna is doing. Ana Sofia asks 
Jayna for notebooks to help guide her own research. Jayna says the experiments are ongoing and she 
is worried about the accuracy given the paradoxical results from the last assay she did. Until she 
figures out the problem, she is not comfortable sharing. Ana Sofia offers to help Jayna with her 
experiments, but Jayna firmly declines, saying she needs to concentrate to figure it out. Ana Sofia is 
disappointed. Jayna hastily finds and passes Ana Sofia a hard copy of  a published paper. It is 
research conducted by a former postdoc who spearheaded the first collaboration with Heideberg’s 
lab. Jayna mentions it could be helpful and that Ana Sofia can view the postdoc’s electronic lab 
notebook on the lab’s server. Ana Sofia looks at the paper, grateful for the lead. 

A little later. Ana Sofia works at her station. She is on the lab’s server and is looking through 
electronic lab notebooks. The online system is a mess. She opens up scanned copies of  handwritten 
notebooks and looks at typed up notebooks as well. It is unclear as to what files go with what and 
the order in which to read them. 

Alex passes by and sees that Ana Sofia is perplexed. He asks her what is wrong. Ana Sofia says she is 
having trouble setting up an experiment. She asks Alex how the e-notebooks are organized in the 
system. Alex laughs, saying that they just wanted everyone to convert to digital note-taking, but 
never put a standard practice in place. This is discouraging to Ana Sofia who asks if  there is a lab 
protocol she could consult to make sure she is doing things correctly. Alex says he was never given a 
protocol to do his work and Sorenson is hardly ever around to give direction. He does offer up a 
dated protocol to share. It is a mess of  hand-annotated, photocopied pages from an older protocol 
with amendments crammed in. Alex laughs at how bad it is, but tells her that is all that the lab has 
for her to work with. Ana Sofia is frustrated. 

Alex suggests she talk to Jayna about how to get started. Ana Sofia tells him that Jayna is busy and 
that she wants to figure this out on her own. Alex off-handedly mentions that Jayna would probably 
love to tell Ana Sofia how to do things and that she would probably be bossy and loud about it, as is 
common with black women. Ana Sofia bristles at this. She tells Alex that she doesn’t think that is a 
fair assessment of  Jayna and that she isn’t comfortable with him making those kinds of  comments. 
Alex is startled, nervously shakes off  her reprimand, and they each get back to work.
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We leave Jayna, Ana Sofia and Alex all at their stations lost in their own work. From her bench 
Loretta looks up and watches them all, each one somewhat lost in their own research dilemmas.

Act Two: Lab Interactions (Tensions Come to a Head 
(12 scenes)
2.1 Video: Teamwork
A golf  ball on a tee. Whack. Heideberg watches the ball sail down the fairway. Darren and another 
male student compliment Heideberg on his drive. Harold is also there, but set apart from the group.  
The other student is up next. Harold approaches Darren and tries to talk to him about being taken 
off  the Sorenson project. While Heideberg gives pointers to the other student, Darren is dismissive 
with Harold, saying it was Heideberg's decision and there is nothing he can do.  Harold wants to 
press further but Heideberg points out to Harold they are waiting on him. Harold's concentration is 
off, he is nervous and accidentally shanks the ball into the woods. Heideberg shakes his head. 
Darren sees how much this bothers Harold, but says nothing. 

At the Sorenson Lab, Jayna works at her bench. She emailed Darren about next steps in the 
collaboration and asks when she can expect more compound. His reply says that Heideberg has 
suggested they re-test any compound Jayna still has to compare the first and second deliveries. As far 
as a new lot, they plan to have something to her in two weeks (typical time to make a new batch?).  
Jayna collects what she has left from the first two batches. Ana Sofia is poring over lab notes. Jayna 
interrupts and asks if  she can take the compound to Heideberg's lab. Jayna is not in the mood to be 
talked down to today by Darren. Ana Sofia is caught off  guard as this is not her research, but wants 
to be helpful and get more face time with a lab she will be working with in the future.

Ana Sofia finds the Heideberg lab empty except for Meena. She explains that Heideberg occasionally 
takes all the male lab members golfing. Meena does not go because Heideberg assumes women do 
not like golf. Ironically, Meena was on the golf  team as an undergrad. She says she prefers the quiet 
but Ana Sofia can tell it bothers her. Ana Sofia gives Meena the compounds and she puts them in a 
freezer. Meena mentions that she will be working on the collaboration going forward. Ana Sofia says 
that’s great; she wishes she were working on it as well. Meena is confused. Ana Sofia explains that 
she was supposed to be picking the research thread up from Jayna but, due to delays, she is working 
on something else. Ana Sofia apologizes for complaining; she is happy for Meena. After more 
bonding, Ana Sofia invites Meena to get a drink/lunch/tea sometime. Meena politely declines telling 
her she is swamped. She is prepping for the regional American Chemical Society meeting where she 
will give a poster on her main project. In all, she is too overwhelmed to have any kind of  social life. 
Ana Sofia sympathizes, telling her about the lack of  guidance she is finding as a newbie in the 
Sorenson lab. They still exchange numbers before Ana Sofia leaves.

2.2 Video: Sorenson Subgroup Meeting: Jayna’s Increasing Burden
In her office, Sorenson gets an email from Heideberg, explaining that Meena will now be making the 
compounds because Darren is leaving his lab soon. The research will carry on as planned, but 
Meena will be the point person, with his support. Sorenson groans, knowing how that conversation 
will go with Jayna. Loretta leans in the doorway and reminds Sorenson of  their meeting in five. 
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Sorenson checks her watch. Oh, crap. Loretta asks Sorenson if  she has checked in with Alex 
recently. Sorenson says no: she assumes if  no one raises issues, they are on track. Loretta spoke with 
Alex yesterday and he was very frustrated and seems stuck with his research. Sorenson says she will 
check in with him when she can.

Jayna begins the meeting by getting everyone up to speed with the collaboration. She mentions that 
she has shared samples of  the last two compounds with the Heideberg lab and that they will be 
testing them for any discrepancies. She also mentions that they will receive the next compound in 
two weeks (a reasonable amount of  time). Sorenson does not want to add to Jayna’s troubles but 
mentions that Darren is leaving Heideberg’s lab and that a new person will now be running the 
research. Jayna sighs, worried this will cause further delays. Sorenson cautions her to give it a chance 
before she assumes the worst. She tells Jayna to email Meena and introduce herself. She encourages 
Jayna to think of  it as a fresh start. Jayna is not happy, but agrees. Ana Sofia mentions she met 
Meena when she was at Heideberg's lab and she seemed nice. Jayna reiterates that she will play nice 
even though Meena is still a chemist. 

Sorenson asks Ana Sofia about her progress on reproducing the work of  the previous postdoc and 
if  she sees any potential avenues to build on. Ana Sofia admits she has had a slow start but does not 
go into too much detail, not wanting to seem incapable. [how long has Ana Sofia been there by 
then?],Sorenson tells her to take it slow, that no one expects her to instantly get it all. Ana Sofia says 
thanks and she will keep working. Sorenson tells Ana Sofia to check in with Jayna if  she needs 
guidance on anything; it is good practice for Jayna to be mentoring Ana Sofia as she expects Jayna to 
be running her own lab when she gets a faculty position. Jayna say she is crazy busy with her own 
project but will help Ana Sofia as best she can. Ana Sofia starts to speak up, knowing that Jayna 
might not be the best person to mentor her right now. Jayna doesn't want to challenge Sorenson and 
Ana Sofia doesn't want to contradict Jayna, so they go along with this idea for now.  Sorenson also 
tells Ana Sofia that she knows they still need to have that welcome/orientation meeting soon. She 
has not forgotten. 

2.3 Video: Poster Session Debrief
A Heideberg lab meeting in progress. Heideberg says that, “he would like to resolve the __ issue” 
before they leave (issue to be checked on with LL - TBD). Meena shares an idea that might work, 
and then she is talked over by other members of  the lab. Offhandedly, Darren proposes and slightly 
rephrases the same solution as Meena. Heideberg and the rest of  the lab members love the idea and 
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it will be implemented immediately. Meena shakes her head quietly. Harold then arrives to the 
meeting - noticeably late.  Heideberg is not pleased and calls him out for it. He also points out that 
Harold missed a day in the lab last week. Harold apologizes for being tardy and says that he was sick 
last week, but that he is feeling better now. He promises it won't happen again. Heideberg tells him 
to see that it doesn't. Heideberg asks for an update on the Sorenson collaboration. Darren says he 
has tested both of  the previous compound deliveries to Sorenson's lab and his results show that they 
are the exact same molecule. Any issues they are having with the compounds must be coming from 
their side, a fact that does not surprise him. 

Heideberg wraps up with the last item on his agenda. As an afterthought, he asks Meena to give a 
report about the meeting she recently attended. Meena presented her poster at a regional ACS 
meeting. Meena had some good and bad experiences she hadn’t expected. She learned about some 
interesting work going on in other labs on campus and many people expressed interest in the work 
of  Heideberg’s lab as well. Heideberg asks after his former star pupil, Dr. Matthew Brennan, who 
had promised to stop by. She tells Heideberg that she did see Dr. Brennan and that they had a 
memorable conversation. Meena seems uncomfortable but Dr. Heideberg does not notice. He 
dismisses everyone from the meeting. 

Later, by the vending machines, Meena, Darren and Harold grab snacks. Harold asks her more about 
the poster session and meeting the renowned Dr. Brennan. She tells him she had a bad experience 
with Dr. Brennan. Darren asks how so? Meena is hesitant, but eventually explains that Dr. Brennan 
basically hit on her during their exchange saying, “You’re really cute, but probably too young for me, 
right?” Darren jokingly says it is unfair that Dr. Brennan never remembers him but he will likely 
remember Meena just because she wore a dress at her poster session. He follows up by saying she is 
lucky Dr. Brennan at least knows who she is. Harold tries to be more sympathetic but recommends 
Meena not say anything about it to Dr. Heideberg as he thinks so much of  Dr. Brennan. Meena is 
surprised and taken aback. She does not receive the support she was hoping for. 

2.4 Video: Questions and More Questions
Alex meets with Sorenson in her office. She asks about his progress on his projects. Although he has 
had modest success with a few different veins of  research, he admits he is having trouble deciding 
which project to focus on and what to do next. Wanting to help, Sorenson asks probing questions to 
get him to think about all of  the options, but he keeps steering it back to asking what she thinks he 
should do. Sorenson never gives him a direct answer, but again puts it back on him to find a path 
forward. The meeting ends with Sorenson thinking she helped guide him. However, when Alex gets 
back to his bench, he complains to Ana Sofia that Sorenson never gives him a straight answer. He 
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just wants her to tell him the right way forward (what to do). Ana Sofia is sympathetic, but is unsure 
of  how she can help.   

2.5 Video: A Sympathetic Ear
Meena cooks dinner in her apartment. She eats alone. She finds Ana Sofia’s number on her phone 
and texts her to say hi. After a brief  text exchange, Ana Sofia can tell Meena wants to talk about 
something so she calls her. Meena briefly tells Ana Sofia about the disturbing poster session. To top 
it off, a male colleague stole one of  her ideas and presented it at today's lab meeting (by the way), 
right before her colleagues didn’t really hear anything she said about how creepy the poster session 
was. Ana Sofia gets it and tells her that must have been horrible. She asks Meena if  she’s come up 
with great things she could have said since then - and suggests these might be handy in the future, as 
this will hardly be the only time something this awful happens. Being prepared might make her feel 
better the next time - as well as an outside fun activity for balance as she seems rightfully frustrated 
and stressed out.   Ana Sofia is discouraged with how things are going in her lab too. She feels like 
the learning curve in the new lab she joined is higher for her than for others. She is just not getting 
into the swing of  things and is having trouble in starting her research project. In spite of  this, she 
makes time to volunteer on the weekends with a local STEM program for girls and she really enjoys 
it. She invites Meena to come to their next meeting on Saturday. Meena is hesitant at first because 
she is so busy, but agrees to give it a try. 

2.6 Video: Another Day, Another Indignity
Jayna walks on the quad and enters an old building that houses the Sorenson lab. She stops in the 
mailroom to get her mail. Two older faculty members talk by the mailboxes. Jayna gets her mail and 
then also picks up the mail of  her colleagues, Sorenson and Loretta. One of  the faculty members 
asks Jayna, "Is all of  that your mail?" They stare at her, suspiciously. Jayna remains calm and tells 
them she is getting her mail and that of  some of  her other colleagues. They stand a bit protectively 
in front of  the wall of  mailboxes and say they have never seen her before. They ask for her name 
and to tell them what lab she works for.  She wants to say that she doesn’t have to tell them 
anything, but stops herself, as they are senior professors. She tells them her name, that she works in 
Sorenson's lab, and shows them her mailbox. They see her name on the mailbox, as she points it out. 
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"Oh, yeah," one of  them says. The other faculty member says, "Oh, well you must be new" and they 
leave quickly. Jayna quietly follows them out.

Jayna returns to Sorenson's lab and drops some mail on Loretta's bench.  When back at her station, 
she sees an email from Darren that says he tested the compounds and both of  them are the same 
molecule. Data proves the problems Jayna is having must be on the biology side. She is frustrated, as 
she is back to square one, and still believes that something is wrong with the second compound 
delivery she has been given. She also still has to wait for more materials before she can do further 
tests. She starts to write out an angry email to Darren, and thinks better of  it. She deletes it and 
begins writing a more tempered response.

2.7 Video: Tying it Down/Harold Pushed to the Limit
Meena checks the spectroscopy results from the latest batch of  compound she has made. Something 
is off; it is not the molecule she was trying to make. She looks to Harold’s bench but he is not there. 
She sends him a text: Where are you? Are you okay? We see a string of  texts to Harold, with no 
response. Frustrated, Meena goes to Darren and says she is having trouble making the compound. 
Darren tells her everything is in the protocol and his notebook. She asks if  he will watch her go 
through the process to make sure she is doing everything correctly. Darren is annoyed, saying it 
would be a waste of  his time. Meena then asks him to just review his notes to see if  anything stands 
out as being wrong to him, but again Darren refuses. If  Meena really belongs in a lab like this, she 
should be able to make the compound. Meena says she has tried a few times and also has consulted 
with Harold. They both have been unable to reproduce. Darren rolls his eyes. He says that Harold's 
inexperience in an R1 lab is the reason why he could never reproduce. He also condescendingly tells 
Meena that he thought she would be able to reproduce the compound just fine but apparently he 
was wrong. Ultimately,  he is adamant that it is her problem.

Meena returns to her bench, disappointed. Heideberg walks through and asks Meena about Harold’s 
absence. Meena has not seen him all day, but tries to cover for him. Heideberg can see Meena is 
preoccupied. He asks her how things are going but Harold comes in before she can answer. He 
looks haggard and the sight of  Heideberg catches him off-guard. Heideberg immediately starts in on 
him, questioning his tardiness and appearance. Meena wants to intervene, but holds her tongue. 
When he’s done, Heideberg walks off. Harold’s breathing grows short and he is obviously upset. 
Meena suggests they go outside to get some air. 

Outside, Meena tells Harold she is worried about him. Harold says he hasn't been himself  lately. He 
is not eating much, not sleeping well, and he has been depressed. He tells her he feels like a failure. 
He was fine in undergrad, the star of  his old lab, in fact. He started off  so well here and now he 
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knows he isn't cutting it. He can tell that he is a disappointment to Heideberg. Meena tells him that 
he is a a great scientist and that their replication issue will get resolved. She tries to convince him 
that failing is just a part of  science and that he will have to get used to that - it doesn't mean that he 
is a failure. Meena wants them both to meet with Heideberg to tell him that something isn't right 
with the Sorenson project and to ask him for Darren's help in creating the compound from scratch 
in the lab. Harold is unsure and scared at first, but they ultimately agree to approach Heideberg 
about this together the next day. 

2.8 Video: Talking It Out
Ana Sofia pores over an electronic notebook on her computer while working at her bench. The 
notes are hard to decipher and Ana Sofia is at the end of  her rope. She gets a text on her phone 
from Meena: Have you talked to her yet? Ana Sofia replies: No. (pause) Do I have to? The phone 
rings. Ana Sofia takes it out in the hall. She tells Meena she knows she needs to talk to Sorenson 
about her frustrations but she does not want to seem incompetent. Meena reassures her it is not her 
and that talking to Sorenson is the right thing. She helps Ana Sofia talk through what she wants to 
say (by using personal scripts) and what she hopes to get out of  the conversation. Ana Sofia feels 
reassured and ready to do it. Ana Sofia asks how Meena is doing; has she been able to reproduce the 
compound. Meena says no; she is really dreading the conversation she is going to have to have with 
Heideberg. If  she cannot make any progress today, she will have to tell him tomorrow. Ana Sofia 
sympathizes and talks through with Meena how she is going to handle it.

Later. Ana Sofia knocks on Sorenson’s office door, interrupting her meeting with Loretta. Sorenson 
can see Ana Sofia is worried about something and asks her what’s going on. Ana Sofia explains that 
she is having trouble reproducing the former postdoc's work. The electronic lab notebook on the 
server is a mess. It is made up of  multiple files with unclear dates and processes. At first she thought 
it was something she was doing wrong. She has tried, but she simply can’t make sense of  the 
experiments as they were performed. Loretta assures her that she did the right thing in bringing this 
to their attention. They want to support all of  their lab members as best they can. Sorenson and 
Loretta ask to look at the lab notebook with her. They bring up the files on Sorenson’s computer 
and quickly glance through them. Sorenson and Loretta are dismayed at what they see. Sorenson 
tells Ana Sofia to not spend any more time on trying to reproduce the experiment right now. 
Sorenson also asks if  Jayna has been of  any help to Ana Sofia and she admits that she did not bring 
the problem to Jayna as she seemed too busy to deal with this. Sorenson says that she will have a talk 
with Jayna and says that she will set a meeting for them all to figure out next steps. This sounds 
good to Ana Sofia. She thanks them and leaves.  Loretta brings up the fact that there are really two 
separate problems here: the disarray in the note keeping and the question about the underlying 
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research, which they’ve already published. Sorenson says that luckily there is no reason to question 
the data from the experiments since that particular strand of  research was also replicated by an ultra-
reliable collaborator. Sorenson agrees though that they need to come up with a revised set of  
expectations and guidelines for data management in the lab, so that problems around this issue can 
be avoided in the future. Loretta agrees and references a PNAS paper she just read about a lab 
discussion around data management (the iREDS article).[maybe as a salve to the busy-PI selling 
points, we could point out something about how it can save PI time and help lab smooth 
functioning?]  Loretta will get some info together and meet with Sorenson about it soon. 

2.9 Video: Loretta Weighs In 
Alex sits at his bench but does not seem to be doing any real work. Loretta stops by to check in with 
him. He says everything is fine but it is obvious he is not doing anything. Loretta asks if  she can see 
his notebook. He reluctantly shares it with her. The last page is full of  doodles/a jumbled mess. 
Loretta tells him they need to present soon to the committee on his Fellowship. Alex assures her he 
will figure it out but Loretta is insistent asking why he won't talk to her. He admits he thinks Loretta 
will go back to Sorenson and say negative things about him. Loretta convinces him that she truly 
wants to help. Alex finally admits to still feeling lost after his meeting with Sorenson and gives her 
his take on their conversation. Loretta says she understands he is not getting the guidance he needs. 
However, ignoring the problem won't make it go away. She says she wants to set up another meeting 
between Alex and Sorenson. He says it will just be another waste of  time. Loretta promises to be 
there for the meeting and will help both sides communicate better so they can breach the impasse. 
Alex is still unconvinced but agrees to try.

Loretta stops in Sorenson’s office and tells her about her talk with Alex. Sorenson is surprised. She 
thought her last meeting with Alex went fine. Loretta says she understands but thinks Alex needs a 
firmer hand in figuring out the direction of  his research. She knows that Sorenson takes a more 
Socratic approach and tries to help guide her students to the kind of  research they are most 
interested in. This may be a case though where Sorenson needs to temper her approach to better 
suit the needs of  this particular student. Sorenson says she understands and is willing to meet with 
Alex again to talk it through. Loretta says she is willing to be in the meeting to help facilitate the 
discussion. Sorenson agrees and asks Loretta to set the meeting. 

2.10 Video: Meena Talks to Heideberg
Heideberg arrives at the lab early in the morning and sees Meena at her station working. It’s clear she 
has been in the lab all night. He goes to his office. 

Later, Meena is outside the building, waiting for Harold. She checks her phone. She has left him 
several texts already. Finally, Harold arrives. Relieved, Meena asks if  he is ready to meet with 
Heideberg but Harold tells her he can't do it. He can't face him. She argues with him but his mind is 
made up. Harold leaves. Meena goes in by herself.

Meena knocks on Heideberg’s door. She tells him she is still unable to produce the compound. She 
has Darren’s  notebook and she is following all the steps, but she cannot figure out why the synthesis 
is not working for her. She says that she is having the same issue Harold was having and that the 
need Darren to be involved to figure it out. Heideberg is frustrated, noting that if  Darren was able 
to make the compounds without a problem, she and Harold should be capable enough to replicate 
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them. He does not believe it could be something off  in Darren’s cooking. Heideberg laments how 
many resources have gone into this already but that he sees no option but to have Darren go 
through the procedure again to figure out what Harold and Meena are doing wrong. Heideberg 
makes an insensitive comment about how he has always been able to count on Indian students to dig 
in and get the work done when it was important. He really thought Meena was up to the task. He 
feels the blame lies with her and it falls on her to let the Sorenson people know they will not get the 
compound this week again. She says she will. She is sorry Heideberg is disappointed but she feels 
she did everything she could. Meena leaves. 

2.11 Video: More Bad News
Jayna finishes setting up the assay for the next experiment in the research collaboration. Ana Sofia is 
also there and she tells her that she is anxious to do further tests on new compounds that she will be 
receiving today. Jayna checks her email to see when she can expect them and sees a message from 
Meena. Meena is apologetic, but tells her that she will not be getting the compounds as she had 
previously promised. The lab is working hard on them, but they need more time and are unsure as to 
when they will be ready. 

Pissed, Jayna goes directly to Sorenson’s office. Sorenson and Loretta are talking and Jayna barges in, 
visibly angry.  Jayna tells them both about the email from Meena. Sorenson acknowledges that Jayna 
has reason to be upset and they can talk things through but she would prefer that Jayna calm down 
first. Jayna is stunned, saying she doesn’t know why Sorenson isn’t upset about this too. Jayna wants 
Heideberg to be held accountable for the people in his lab. The lab members appear to be screw ups 
and the previous collaboration was not this fraught with drama, so she can’t help but take the 
problems personally. Sorenson points out that this is a collaboration and they can no more tell 
Heideberg how to run his lab than they would want someone to tell them how to run their lab. They 
can only control the things within their power. Jayna is unsatisfied with this answer, saying again that 
she feels that if  Sorenson got involved, they would have to deal more honestly with Jayna. She 
points out that they are not providing any explanation for the delays or any timeline for when they 
can expect the next lot of  compound: how is that okay? Sorenson says she understands but there 
were never clear guidelines or timetables set for deliverables. Jayna says she does not feel like 
Sorenson is supporting her as a scientist and leaves. 

2.12 Video: The Worst News
The Director of  Graduate Studies for the Chemistry department, Elliot Barr, comes to talk to 
Heideberg in his lab. He tells Heideberg he is there about one of  his grad students. Heideberg grows 
concerned as Elliot becomes grave; he tells Heideberg that Harold attempted suicide in his 
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apartment last night. Heideberg is stunned, unsure how to react. Elliot tells him Harold survived and 
is expected to make a full recovery. Harold's family has asked that no one discuss it as a suicide 
attempt; they instead want it to be described as a family emergency. Barr has been working to help 
Harold transfer to a program closer to home and the family will get him the help he needs.

Barr thought it important that Heideberg know what really happened though. Heideberg is still 
processing as he tries to collect himself. He asks what the Department’s stance will be and if  there is 
anything specific they want him to do. Elliot says, in the near future, they will be bringing in a 
consultant to work with all of  the faculty in the department on fostering healthy labs and identifying 
potential mental health issues in lab members.  He asks Heideberg to volunteer to be the first faculty 
member from the department to participate. Heideberg says he understands. Elliot leaves. Heideberg 
wanders over to Harold’s bench and finds Meena sitting there. It is clear from her face she has 
already heard the news. They exchange a look, not accusational, just sadness. Heideberg goes back to 
his office. 

Act Three: Ways Things Go Right (8 Scenes)
3.1 Video: Heideberg Responds to Tragedy 
Heideberg composes himself  in the hallway before entering the morning meeting with his lab 
members. He tells them the cover story about Harold: he has a family emergency that requires him 
to be closer to home so he will be transferring to a program in that area. The matter was urgent and 
Harold has already left to go home. He will not be returning to the lab. Everyone is shocked. It is 
clear some lab members know the truth but no one says anything. [This would likely have been a 
topic on grad student network, if  anyone had a connection to Harold...] Darren looks to Meena; this 
is clearly news to him. Heideberg says he is sorry to see Harold go but life in the lab goes on. 
Heideberg briefly makes eye contact with Meena before moving on. He tells Meena and Darren that 
he wants to meet with them as soon as possible after the meeting to resolve the ongoing issues with 
the Sorenson people.

Later, Heideberg sits at his desk, lost in thought, clearly about Harold. Meena and Darren knock on 
the door. Heideberg sits up, straightening papers on his desk. He waves them in. Heideberg tells 
them he wants to figure out the issues with the Sorenson collaboration immediately. He tells Darren 
to work with Meena to resolve the disconnect that is keeping her from making the compound. 
Darren grumbles can tell it is not a request. Heideberg tells Darren he will work side-by-side with 
Meena until they resolve the issue and to keep him updated on their progress. Darren and Meena get 
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up to leave when Heideberg asks Meena if  she would be comfortable packing up Harold's bench, if  
it is not too much trouble. Meena says she will do it and Heideberg thanks her. 

3.2 Video: Sorenson makes plans
Sorenson and Loretta meet in Sorenson’s office. Sorenson is frustrated and feels she has let her lab 
members down. Loretta tells her not to be so hard on herself  and that she is happy to help her, if  
she would let her handle some things/delegate better. Sorenson would like to create a plan to better 
structure her mentoring and have a better system for knowing where things stand. She also wants to 
work with Loretta to record lab protocols and to effectively implement them into her lab, with an 
emphasis on establishing clear guidelines for data management and using a unified electronic note 
book system and set of  policies. Sorenson and Loretta would like to follow up on the first iREDS 
discussion their lab had previously (in Episode 1.7 or 2.8)  with a second conversation with their lab 
soon. These are important steps forward and they both agree to create these protocols together.   

3.3 Video: Resolving the Issue
Meena and Darren work at her bench, creating the compound. She heats a solution to 92 degrees. 
Darren scolds her, saying his notes say to heat it to 82 degrees. She shows him in the protocol he 
transcribed where it says 92 degrees. Darren tells her he must have copied it wrong but the notebook 
should be correct. Darren checks the notebook. He wrote down 82 but scribbled it quickly and the 8 
could easily be read as a 9. Darren realizes if  this is the problem, it is on him. He tells her they 
should start over and heat it to 82 to see if  it affects the outcome. [have we checked this ? Is it 
scientifically reasonable?]

They complete the procedure and check the spectroscopy. It is the molecule they were trying to 
create. Darren tells her he will get Dr. Heideberg. They show him the results and Darren admits to 
the mistake. They all let the gravity of  that sink in given Harold's absence. Heideberg is happy they 
resolved the issue but it does not account for the paradoxical results Jayna has been getting. Darren 
still insists that must be Jayna's fault. Meena points out that the coloring of  the latest compound is 
different from the previous lot but Darren says that does not mean anything. Dr. Heideberg asked 
which compounds were made from which delivery of  base material. Meena used the latest delivery 
of  the base material while Darren used a different batch of  base material for the second lot (where 
inconsistencies were found). Heideberg wonders if  the problem may be in the materials they 
purchased and tells them he wants to use a polarimeter to test the base material. Meena and Darren 
are both confused. Heideberg explains that it is a device used to measure the angle of  polarized light 
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passing through substances. They are not commonly used in Chem labs anymore but Heideberg still 
has one in the storage closet. They use it to test the base materials and Heideberg determines the 
second batch was bad, likely resulting in the creation of  an antimer of  the molecule, which would 
account for the paradoxical results Jayna was seeing and also why they did not see it in the NMR 
data. Darren is defensive, saying he had no idea he needed to test the base materials. He suggests 
keeping this information from the Sorenson people, delivering the new compound, and writing it 
off  as an anomaly. Heideberg chastises him for wanting to be disingenuous, saying it is imperative 
that they be forthright in their work, especially when collaborating with other labs. He tells Darren 
he does not blame him for not testing the base material as everyone assumes the product they 
ordered is viable. However, they need to be upgrading with the Sorenson lab about the issue. [Is it 
possible there’s some kind of  communication or methods paper that could come out of  this? Does 
ACS have communications in which this might be seen as useful? Need to ask chemists]  Hiedeberg 
says he will inform Dr. Sorenson on the matter personally. He also asks Meena to deliver the new 
compound to the Sorenson lab immediately. Heideberg leaves. Meena looks over at the boxes on 
Harold's bench. Darren asks Meena: he doesn't have a sick relative, does he? Nope. Darren is 
defensive, saying it is not his fault. If  something like this could send him over the edge, Harold 
would have washed out eventually. He has nothing to feel guilty about. Meena watches him stalk off. 

3.4 Video: Through the Impasse/A Better Understanding
Sorenson gets an email from Heideberg letting her know about the issue with the base materials. He 
would be happy to talk about next steps. Sorenson suggests they meet for coffee to discuss. He 
agrees.

Sorenson and Heideberg sit at a cafe in the union. He brings her up to speed on all of  the reasons 
for the delays, including his oversight in trusting Darren so completely. He does not mention Harold 
but it clearly is on his mind. They talk briefly about the biases between their disciplines and how they 
likely contributed to some of  the issues with the collaboration. They also talk about the lack of  
proper communication that exacerbated the misunderstandings and difficulties. She asks what he 
thinks the best approach will be going forward. He is hopeful that they have identified the problem 
and he is eager to see if  Jayna's results are consistent with her first round of  experiments. As long as 
they are able to produce the proper compound, he suggests Meena be the lead from his lab going 
forward. Sorenson suggests they also work together on a realistic set of  expectations from both labs 
(perhaps this is a research pre-nup of  sone kind) and keep a dialogue going if  anyone’s expectations 
are not met. They also agree to stay in steady contact and to communicate more effectively in the 
future while still allowing the lab members to manage the day-to-day elements of  the collaboration.
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3.5 Video: A New Direction
Alex comes to Sorenson’s office to meet with her and Loretta. Sorenson discusses the 
communication issues they have been having. Sorenson wants to outline a plan with Alex and 
Loretta to make sure Alex can best do the work he is meant to do. They tell Alex that this means 
asking himself  tough questions like, does Alex see himself  developing into an independent 
scientist… or not? Sorenson tells Alex that structuring his own research program is part of  his 
professional growth if  he wants to be a successful independent researcher. If  he determines that is 
what he wants to do then she and Loretta will help get him there.

After this meeting, Alex takes a moment to apologize and to thank Loretta for her help and 
guidance. He admits that he misjudged her. He appreciates the fact that she stuck with him and that 
he should have been more open to her input all along, it certainly would have made things easier for 
him.  He admits there were no black people in Korea where he grew up and that he was distrustful 
at first out of  ignorance. Overall, he will try to be more open in the future and is happy that he has 
found a positive future direction for himself.  

3.6 Video: Sorenson and Ana Sofia Get Coffee
Sorenson and Ana Sofia discuss Ana Sofia’s career goals per the compact that they have both already 
completed and reviewed. Ana Sofia has decided on a path for her future research and shares this 
with Sorenson, who responds with enthusiasm to Ana Sofia’s ideas. Sorenson then presents Ana 
Sofia with a rough template for a data management plan for her lab, a plan that she would like to 
refine and develop with her lab members with Ana Sofia taking the lead on this initiative.  Ana Sofia 
agrees. Sorenson also wants to meet with Ana Sofia on a regular basis, going forward. Sorenson is 
committed to Ana Sofia’s professional growth and is happy to have her in her lab. Ana Sofia is 
happy and relieved.

*Note: Could introduce Mentoring Compact here or see how they used it here - and the compacts could be introduced 
in earlier episodes (Episodes 2.4 or 2.8 could possibly be good places for this).

3.7 Video: Heideberg Lab Meeting 2.0
Dr. Heideberg starts the morning lab meeting by reminding lab members about a new initiative by 
the department to promote healthy and inclusive lab environments. He introduces Sylvia Peterson, 
white, 40's, a consultant who will be interviewing all of  the lab members to ensure they feel they are 
getting the support they need to do their best work and advising on how they might improve the lab 
environment. Heideberg tells the group he wants everyone to take the process seriously and be 
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honest with Sylvia about their experiences in the lab. He also wants people to feel they can come to 
him if  they are having problems or feel they need guidance. Meena smiles to herself  as Heideberg 
gives Sylvia the floor. 

3.8 Video: Jayna’s Future
Sorenson asks Jayna to come to her office. She tells Jayna about her conversation with Heideberg 
and the issues with the base material. Jayna shakes her head, saying she knew it was a problem with 
the Chem side. Sorenson tells Jayna that she was right and that she has good instincts, like many 
great scientists.  Sorenson says Heideberg acknowledges the fault on their side. Meena will be the 
point person going forward and Heideberg will ensure testing to make sure the previous issues 
around the base material do not reoccur.  Sorenson asks Jayna to reach out to Meena and together 
determine a realistic timeframe for delivery of  more compound as needed. Jayna is glad to know her 
results from her tests with the first lot are reliable but still disappointed the delays have set her so far 
back. Sorenson says she knows this has all put Jayna behind the schedule she was hoping for 
completing the project and they have to do the best with the situation they have. 

Sorenson admits that she could have been more supportive of  Jayna through this but she also knows 
Jayna is smart and capable. She is excited to see what Jayna can do as the head of  her own lab and 
she hopes Jayna will still look to Sorenson as a mentor and resource. Sorenson also admits that there 
are issues Sorenson may not be the best person to mentor Jayna on. Sorenson has a friend, Denise 
Rogers, who is a black scientist who runs her own lab. Sorenson offers to introduce her to Jayna so 
Jayna can start to build a full network of  mentors rather than just having one person to look to for 
all things. Jayna is happy to hear this and is more hopeful that things will be go more smoothly from 
now on.
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